Looking east — west end of bridge — end diaphragms cast by second pour at the fabricator. All photos: Collier County, Fla.

Profile view of bridge looking north.

Typical precast prestressed modified Florida double tee being hoisted for placement.

Transverse closure pour over intermediate bent.

Florida double tee getting ready to set.

Setting the beams in place at intermediate bents No. 1 & 2 – releasing the lifting clamps after beam is in place.
Contrast between new bridge on the left and existing bridge on the right.

Beam installation between end bent No. 1 and intermediate bent No. 1.

Precast pile cap being delivered to the site.

Bent erection and leveling — precast pile cap being checked for final grade before release from crane.

Setting bents — setting the pile cap on piles at intermediate bent No. 2.

Final erection of intermediate bents — elastrometric bearing pads being set.